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A distributed optimal control problem for an elliptic problem is considered. A
penaltyrleast-squares method for optimal control problems is used wherein the
constraint equations are enforced via penalization. First, the existence of the
optimal control problem is proved. The convergence, as the penalty parameter
tends to zero, of the solution to the penalized optimal control problem to that
unpenalized one is demonstrated as is the convergence of a gradient method for
determining solutions of the penalized optimal control problem. Finally, finite
element approximations of the penalized optimal control problem are studied and
optimal error estimates are obtained. Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Optimal control; first-order PDE; second-order PDE; least-squares
method; least-squares finite element method.
1. INTRODUCTION
The optimal control of partial differential equations for the purpose of
achieving some desired objective is crucial to many technological and
scientific applications. A lagrange multiplier approach to solving such
optimal control problems has been studied extensively.
w xIn 8 , the new approach, a penaltyrleast-squares approach, was intro-
duced. In this paper, we extend their results to a second-order elliptic
system in two dimensions. Thus, we consider the distributed optimal
control problem for elliptic problems via least-squares method wherein the
constraint equations are enforced using penaltyrleast-squares method.
1 This work was supported by KOSEF 97-07-01-01-01-3.
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Let us consider the second-order system
yDu q u s f in V , 1.1Ž .
=u ? n s 0 on › V , 1.2Ž .
where V denotes a bounded domain in R 2 with smooth boundary › V and
Ž .n s n , n is a unit outward normal vector on the boundary › V.1 2
We introduce the functional
1 a2 2< < < <T u , f s u y U dV q f dV . 1.3Ž . Ž .H H2 2V V
The optimal control problem we consider is to seek a state variable u and
Ž . Ž . Ž .a control f such that the functional 1.3 is minimized subject to 1.1 ] 1.2 ,
where U is a given desired state. The real goal of optimization is to
Ž .minimize the first term appearing in the definition 1.3 of the functional
T. The second term is added as a means of limiting the cost of control. The
non-negative penalty parameter a can be used to change the relative
importance of the two terms appearing in the definition of the functional.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the remainder of this section, we
introduce the notation that will be used throughout the paper. Then, in
Sect. 2, we change the second-order elliptic problem to the first-order
elliptic problem and consider the solvability results for first-order elliptic
systems. In Sect. 3, we give a precise statement of the optimization
problem and prove that an optimal solution exists. We also introduce the
least-squares formulation for the optimal control problem. We show that,
as the penalty parameter tends to zero, the solution of the penalized
optimal control problem converges to the solution of the unpenalized
optimal control problem. In Sect. 4, we prove the convergence of a
gradient method for determining solutions of the penalized optimal con-
trol problem. Finally, in Sect. 5, we obtain the optimal error estimates for
the least-squares finite element method for a penalized optimality system
which is obtained in Sect. 4.
1.1. Notation. In order to make precise some of the formal discussions
of the previous section, we introduce some function spaces and their
w xnorms, along with some related notations; for details see 1 . Throughout,
C will denote a positive constant whose meaning and values changes with
context.
mŽ .For any non-negative integer m, we define the Sobolev space H V by
m 2 a 2 < <H V s p g L V : D p g L V for 0 F a F m , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
a Ž .where D p denotes the weak or distributional partial derivative and a is
< < 0Ž . 2Ž . mŽ .a multi-index, a s Ý a . Clearly, H V s L V . We equip H Vi i




2a5 5 5 5p s D p .Ým 0½ 5
< <0F a Fm
mŽ . Ž .The usual inner product associated with H V will be denoted by ?, ? .m
We will also make use of the subspace
H 1 V s c g H 1 V : c s 0 on › V . 4Ž . Ž .0
For vector valued functions, we define the Sobolev space
H m V s u : u g H m V , i s 1, 2 , 4Ž . Ž .i
 4where u s u , u , and its associated norm by1 2
1
22
25 5 5 5u s u .Ým mi½ 5
is1
Of special interest will be the subspaces
1 1 <H V s v g H V : v ? n s 0 4Ž . Ž . › Vn
and
L2 V s v : v s =u y p, ;u g H 1 V , p g H1 V .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n n
All subspaces are equipped with the norms inherited from the correspond-
2Ž . 2Ž .ing underlying spaces. For the spaces L V and L V , we denote the
Ž . 5 5 5 5inner product by ?, ? and the norm by ? or ? .0
2. SOLVABILITY RESULTS FOR FIRST-ORDER
ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS
2.1. Di¤-grad-curl system
To use a least-squares method to our optimal control problem, we
rewrite the second-order system to the first-order system. Letting =u s p.
Ž . Ž .We can restate the equations 1.1 ] 1.2 as
y= ? p q u s f in V , 2.1Ž .
=u y p s 0 in V , 2.2Ž .
p ? n s 0 on › V . 2.3Ž .
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The above first-order system consists of three equations and three
unknown functions. The first-order system with an odd number of un-
knowns and an odd number of equations cannot form an elliptic system in
the ordinary sense. This fact makes us that the least-squares method and
Ž . Ž .the least-squares finite element method based on system 2.1 ] 2.3 . In
order to get an optimal least-squares method, we take curl on both sides of
Ž .2.2 . Then we have
= = =u y = = p s 0 in V .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since = = =u s 0, we obtain = = p s 0. Thus, the equations 2.1 ] 2.3
can be rewritten as
y= ? p q u s f in V , 2.4Ž .
= = p s 0 in V , 2.5Ž .
=u y p s 0 in V , 2.6Ž .
p ? n s 0 on › V . 2.7Ž .
For the problem above, the first-order system consists of three unknowns
and four equations. At first glance, one may think that this is an overdeter-
mined system. In fact, this is a determined system in the sense that the
Ž .components p and p of p in 2.6 are not completely independent. They1 2
Ž .must satisfy 2.5 .
2.2. General First-Order Systems
The div-grad-curl system which we study here is a special case of the
more general first-order system
L u s Au q Bu q Cu, 2.8Ž . Ž .x y
Ž . Ž . Ž .where the coefficients A s a , B s b , and C s c are given 2n =i j i j i j
‘Ž . 22n matrices with C V entries, V ; R is a bounded, simply connected
domain with piecewise continuously differentiable boundary › V, and u is
the unknown 2n-vector.
Ž .The symbol s of the system 2.8 is defined by
s x , y ; j , h s j A q hB ,Ž .
Ž .where j and h are real scalars. The system 2.8 is called elliptic in the
sense of Petrovski if the symbol s is invertible for each nonzero vector
Ž . Ž .j ,h . In this case, L ? is also strongly elliptic in the sense of Agmon,
w xDouglis, and Nirenberg 2 .
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Ž .Associated with the operator L ? is the boundary value problem
L u s Au q Bu q Cu s f in V , 2.9Ž . Ž .x y
Ru s w on › V , 2.10Ž .
and
L u s a , j s 1, 2, . . . , N , 2.11Ž . Ž .j j
Ž . Ž .where N is the nullity of the problem 2.9 ] 2.10 . R is a given n = 2n
matrix, and L : R 2 n “ R are linear functionals which span the null space.j
Ž .N is finite whenever L , R is regular elliptic, i.e., L is an elliptic operator
and R satisfies the complementing condition of Agmon, Douglis, and
w xNirenberg; see 2 . The data f and w are required to satisfy compatibility
w xconditions that depend on properties of the adjoint problem; see 11
The following theorem summarizes the existence and uniqueness results
Ž . Ž . w x w xfor the problem 2.9 ] 2.11 ; see 2 and 11 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B and R ha¤e smooth elements, and let V be a
2 Ž .bounded domain in R with smooth boundary › V. Let L , R be a regular
Ž . w sŽ .x2 nelliptic and L ? , j s 1, . . . , N, be bounded linear functionals on H Vj
Ž .that are independent on the null space of L , R , where N is the nullity. Then,
for s G 1, there exists a constant C depending only on V and n such that
N1
5 5 5 5 5 5 < < 5 51v F L v q Rv q L v F C vŽ .Ýs sy1 sy s, › V j2C js1
2 ns;v g H V . 2.12Ž . Ž .
1s 2 n sy n2w Ž .x w Ž .xFurther, let f g H V and w g H › V , for s G 1, be gi¤en
Ž . Ž .functions satisfying the required compatibility conditions. Then, 2.9 ] 2.11
w sŽ .x2 nhas a unique solution u g H V . Moreo¤er, this solution satisfies the
Ž .inequality 2.12 .
We note that for s s 1, the above results are valid for a merely
piecewise smooth boundary.
2.3. Extended di¤-grad-curl Systems
Now, let us return to the specific example of div-grad-curl systems. In
two dimensions, consider the div-grad-curl operator
= ? p y u
u = = pM s . 2.13Ž .pž /  0=u y p
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Ž .Since p has two components and the operator M ? has four components,
M cannot be an elliptic operator. An elliptic operator can be defined by
Ž . Ž .introducing a dummy variable f and extending the operator M ? in 2.13
to the operator
= ? p y uu
p = = pL s , 0  0f =u q F y p
Ž .where F s y›fr› x , ›fr› x .2 1
Ž . Ž .Along with this extension, the system 2.4 ] 2.6 is extended to
= ? p y uu yf
p = = pL s s in V . 2.14Ž .0 0 0  0f =u q F y p 0
Ž .The boundary condition 2.7 is extended to
u u
0 n n 01 2p pR s s 0 on › V . 2.15Ž .ž /0 0 0 1 0  0f f
Ž . Ž .Let us show that system 2.14 ] 2.15 is elliptic in the sense of Petrovski.
Ž . Ž .We can rewrite system 2.14 ] 2.15 as
› p › p1 2q y u s yf in V , 2.16Ž .
› x › x1 2
› p › p1 2y q s 0 in V , 2.17Ž .
› x › x2 1
› u ›f
y y p s 0 in V , 2.18Ž .1› x › x1 2
› u ›f
q y p s 0 in V , 2.19Ž .2› x › x2 1
p n q p n s 0 on › V , 2.20Ž .1 1 2 2
f s 0 on › V . 2.21Ž .
Ž . Ž . 2 2 2 2› 2.18 r› x y › 2.19 r› x leads to › fr› x q › fr› x s 0. We have2 1 1 2
already specified that f s 0 on › V, thus f ’ 0 in V. This means that
Ž .system 2.13 with three unknowns and four equations is indeed equivalent
Ž .to system 2.14 with four unknowns and four equations.
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Ž . Ž .Now we write 2.16 ] 2.19 in a standard matrix form
› u › u
A q A q Au s f in V , 2.22Ž .1 2› x › x1 2
in which
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 y1 0 0 0A s , A s ,1 20 0 1 0 0 0 0 y1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
p1yf0 0 y1 0
p0 0 0 0 0 2A s , f s , u s .y1 0 0 0 0 u
0 y1 0 0 0 f
Since
j h 0 0
yh j 0 0 22 2det A j q A h s det s j q h / 0Ž . Ž .1 2 0 0 j yh
0 0 h j
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all nonzero real pair j , h , system 2.14 and thus system 2.13 is
determined and elliptic. Also, we can easily show that the boundary
w xoperator R satisfies the complementing condition of 2 , and that the
Ž .nullity of L , R is zero. Hence, by Agmon, Douglis, and Nirenberg theory,
Ž . Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .Eqs. 2.14 ] 2.15 has a unique solution u g H V , p g H V , andn
1Ž .f g H V . Moreover, there exists a constant C depending only on V and0
n such that
1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q p q f F u y = ? p q =u y p q F q = = pŽ .1 1 1 0 0 0C
5 5 5 5 5 5F C u q p q fŽ .1 1 1
; u , p, f g H 1 V = H1 V = H 1 V , 2.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0
Ž .where F s y›fr› x , ›fr› x .2 1
But, when our formulations for optimal control problem are considered,
we shall not need to add the variable f. In fact, we merely treat the system
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.4 ] 2.7 and f ’ 0 in V. Thus 2.4 ] 2.7 has a unique solution u g
1Ž . 1Ž .H V and p g H V and we also obtain the estimaten
1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q p F u y = ? p q =u y p q = = pŽ .1 1 0 0 0C
5 5 5 5 1 1F C u q p ; u , p g H V = H V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 n
2.24Ž .
3. THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM AND THE
EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
3.1. The Optimization Problem
1Ž . 1Ž .Let u g H V and p g H V denote the state variables and letn
2Ž .f g L V denote the distributed control. The state and control variables
Ž . Ž .are also constrained to satisfy the system 2.4 ] 2.7 . A weak formulation
Ž . Ž .corresponding to 2.4 ] 2.7 is given by
= ? p y u q f c dV s 0 ;c g L2 V , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H
V
= = p j dV s 0 ;j g L2 V , 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H
V
=u y p ? n dV s 0 ; n g L2 V . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H n
V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, if u, p, f satisfies 2.4 ] 2.7 , then 3.1 ] 3.3 hold. On the
2Ž . Ž . Ž .other hand, choosing c s = ? p y u q f g L V in 3.1 yields 2.4 and
2Ž . Ž . Ž .also choosing j s = = p g L V in 3.2 yields 2.5 . Finally, choosing
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .n s =u y p g L V in 3.3 yields 2.6 .n
Ž . Ž .With T ?, ? given by 1.3 , the admissibility set U is defined byad
U s u , p, f g H 1 V = H1 V = L2 V :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ad n
T u , f - ‘ and u , p, f satisfies 3.1 ] 3.3 . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4
ÃŽ .Then, u, p, f is called an optimal solution if there exists d ) 0 such thatÃ Ã
ÃT u , f F T u , fŽ .ÃŽ .
Ž .for all u, p, f g U satisfyingad
Ã5 5 5 5 5 5u y u q p y p q f y f F d .Ã Ã1, V 1, V 0, V
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The optimal control problem can now be formulated as a constrained
minimization problem in a Hilbert space:
min T u , f . 3.5Ž . Ž .
Ž .u , p , f gUad
ÃŽ .THEOREM 3.1. There exists a unique solution u, p, f g U .Ã Ã ad
Ž Žn. Žn. Žn..4Proof. We first note that U is clearly not empty. Let u , p , fad
Ž Žn. Žn. Žn..be a minimizing sequence, i.e., u , p , f g U for all n and satisfiesad
lim T uŽn. , f Žn. s inf T u , fŽ .Ž .
n“‘ Ž .u , p , f gUad
along with
= ? pŽn. y uŽn. q f Žn. c dV s 0 ;c g L2 V , 3.6Ž . Ž .Ž .H
V
= = pŽn. j dV s 0 ;j g L2 V , 3.7Ž . Ž .Ž .H
V
=uŽn. y pŽn. ? n dV s 0 ; n g L2 V . 3.8Ž . Ž .Ž .H n
V
Ž . 5 Žn. 5 4Then from 3.4 , we have that the sequence f is uniformly bounded0
5 Žn. 5 4 5 Žn. 5 4 Ž .and hence so is u and p by 2.24 . So, we may then extract1 1
subsequences such that
Žni. Ã 2f ' f in L V ,Ž .
uŽni. ' u in H 1 V ,Ž .Ã
uŽni. “ u in L2 V ,Ž .Ã
pŽni. ' p in H1 V ,Ž .Ã n
pŽni. “ p in L2 V ,Ž .Ã
Ã 1 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for some u, p, f g H V = H V = L V . The third and last conver-Ã Ã n
1Ž . 2Ž .gence results above follows from the compact imbedding H V ; L V
1Ž . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .and H V ; L V . We may then easily pass to the limit in 3.6 ] 3.8 ton
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .determine that u, p, f satisfies 3.1 ] 3.3 . Now, by the weak lowerÃ Ã
ÃŽ . Ž .semi-continuity of T ?, ? , we conclude that u, p, f is an optimal solution,Ã Ã
i.e.,
Žni. Žni. Ãinf T u , f s lim inf T u , f s T u , f .Ž . Ž . ÃŽ .
Ž . i“‘u , p , f gUad
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Thus, we have shown that an optimal solution belonging to U exists.ad
Finally, the uniqueness of the optimal solution follows from the convexity
of the functional and the linearity of the constraint equations.
3.2. Least-Squares Formulation for the Optimal Control Problem
We reformulate the optimal control problem of minimizing the func-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tional 1.3 subject to 2.4 ] 2.7 as an unconstrained minimization prob-
lem by using a penalty method to enforce some of the constraint equation.
The optimal control problem with penalty is defined as follows. Given a
target function U, find the control f and the state variables u and p such
that the cost functional
1 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5T u , p, f s T u , f q = ? p y u q f q = = p q =u y pŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 0e 2e
3.9Ž .
Ž .is minimized where e is a positive penalty parameter. With T ?, ? , ? givene
Ž . eby 3.9 , the admissibility set U is defined byad
U e s u , p, f g H 1 V = H1 V = L2 V : T u , p, f - ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4ad n e
Now the optimal control problem can be formulated as an unconstrained
minimization problem in a Hilbert space;
min T u , p, f . 3.10Ž . Ž .e
Ž .u , p , f gUad
ÃŽ .THEOREM 3.2. Gi¤en ;e ) 0, there exists a unique solution u , p , f .Ã Ãe e e
e Ž Žk . Žk . Žk ..4Proof. We first note that U is clearly not empty. Let u , p , fad e e e
Ž Žk . Žk . Žk .. ebe a minimizing sequence, i.e., u , p , f g U for all k and satisfiese e e ad
lim T uŽk . , pŽk . , f Žk . s inf T u , p, f .Ž .Ž .e e e e eek“‘ Ž .u , p , f gUad
e Ž . 5 Žk . 5 4 5 Žk . 5 4By the definition of U and 2.24 , we deduce that u and p1 1ad e e
5 Žk . 5 4and f are uniformly bounded. We may then extract subsequence0e
such that
Žk . Ã 2f ' f in L V ,Ž .e e
uŽk . ' u in H 1 V ,Ž .Ãe e
uŽk . “ u in L2 V ,Ž .Ãe e
pŽk . ' p in H1 V ,Ž .Ãe e n
pŽk . “ p in L2 V ,Ž .Ãe e
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Ã 1 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for some u , p , f g H V = H V = L V . The third and last con-Ã Ãe e e n
1Ž .vergence results above follows from the compact imbedding H V ;
2Ž . 1Ž . 2Ž .L V and H V ; L V . Sincen
ÃT u , p , fÃ ÃŽ .e e e e
1 a2 2Ã< < < <s u y U dV q f dVÃH He e2 2V V
1 2 2 2Ã5 5 5 5 5 5q = ? p y u q f q = = p q =u y p - ‘,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã0 0 0½ 5e e e e e e2e
Ã eŽ .u , p , f belongs to U . Now, by the weak lower semi-continuity ofÃ Ãe e e ad
ÃŽ . Ž .T ?, ? , ? , we conclude that u , p , f is an optimal solution, i.e.,Ã Ãe e e
ÃT u , p , f s inf T u , p, f .Ž .Ã ÃŽ .e e e e eeŽ .u , p , f gUad
Thus, we have shown that an optimal solution belonging to U e exists.ad
Finally, the uniqueness of the optimal solution follows from the convexity
of the functional.
Ž .Now we show that as e “ 0, solutions of 3.10 converge to the solution
Ž .of 3.5 .
ÃŽ . Ž .THEOREM 3.3. For each e , let u , p , f denote the solution of 3.10 .Ã Ãe e e
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let u, p, f denote the solution of 3.5 . Then u , p , f “ u, p, f , i.e.,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãe e e
Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5u y u “ 0, p y p “ 0, and f y f “ 0,Ã Ã Ã Ã1 1 0e e e
as e “ 0.
ÃŽ .4Proof. Suppose that u , p , f is a sequence of optimal solutions andÃ Ãe e e
e “ 0. Then we have that
Ã Ã ÃT u , p , f F T u , p, f s T u , fÃ Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Ž .e e e e e
Ã e ÃŽ . 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4since u, p, f g U . Thus, u and p and f are uniformlyÃ Ã Ã Ã1 1 0ad e e e
bounded. Hence, as e “ 0, there exists a subsequence such that
Ã Ä 1 1 2u , p , f ' u , p, f in H V = H V = L V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ä ÄŽ .Ž .e e e n
Ä 1 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for some u, p, f g H V = H V = L V . Then, the inequalityÄ Ä n
Ã Ãlim T u , p , f F T u , fÃ Ã ÃŽ .Ž .e e e e
e“q0
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ÄŽ . Ž .implies that u, p, f is a solution of the optimal control problem 3.5 .Ä Ä
ÄŽ . Ž .From the uniqueness of the solution of 3.5 , we have that u, p, f sÄ Ä
ÃŽ .u, p, f . Hence, we have thatÃ Ã
Ã Ã 1 1 2u , p , f “ u , p, f in H V = H V = L V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ .Ž .e e e n
The proof is completed.
4. A GRADIENT METHOD
Ž .We note the optimal solution to the problem 3.10 must satisfy that the
first derivatives dT rdu, dT rdp, and dT rdf of T vanish. The firste e e e
derivatives can be calculated by using calculus of variations:
dT 1 1e² :, u s u y U, u y = ? p y u q f , u q =u y p , =u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Äe e e e e edu e e
4.1Ž .
dT 1 1e² :, p s = ? p y u q f , = ? p q = = p , = = pŽ . Ž .Ä Ä Äe e e edp e e
1
y =u y p , p , 4.2Ž .Ž .Äe ee
dT 1e Ä Ä Ä² :, f s a f , f q = ? p y u q f , f . 4.3Ž .Ž . Ž .e e e edf e
Thus, the first-order necessary conditions dT rdu s 0, dT rdp s 0, ande e
dT rdf s 0 yield thate
1 1
u y U, u y = ? p y u q f , u q =u y p , =u s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Äe e e e e ee e
;u g H 1 V , 4.4Ž . Ž .Ä
1 1 1
= ? p y u q f , = ? p q = = p , = = p y =u y p , p s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Äe e e e e ee e e
;p g H1 V , 4.5Ž . Ž .Ä n
1
2Ä Ä Äa f , f q = ? p y u q f , f s 0 ; f g L V . 4.6Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .e e e ee
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or, in the strong form,
1 1
u y U y = ? p y u q f y = ? =u y = ? p s 0, 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e e e e e ee e
1 1 1




a f q = ? p y u q f s 0. 4.9Ž . Ž .e e e ee
The simple gradient method we consider is defined as follows. Given the
initial guesses uŽ0., pŽ0., and f Ž0., lete e e
dT¡ ƒe
duŽnq1. Žn.u ue e dTeŽnq1. Žn.p ps y r for n s 1, 2, . . . , 4.10Ž .e e n dp 0  0Žnq1. Žn.f fe e dTe¢ §df
where r ) 0 is a variable step size. Thus, the simple gradient algorithm isn
defined as follows.
Ž . Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.ALGORITHM. 1 Choose u , p , and f .e e e
Ž .2 For n s 1, 2, . . . , set
1¡ ƒ
Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn.u y U y = ? p y u q fŽ .e e e ee
1
Žn. Žn.y = ? =u y = ? pŽ .Ž .e eeŽnq1. Žn.u ue e 1Žnq1. Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn.p ps y r y = = ? p y =u q =fŽ .Ž .e e n e e ee 0  0Žnq1. Žn.f fe e 1 1
Žn. Žn. Žn.q = = = = p y =u y pŽ . Ž .e e ee e
1




Ž .29 For n s 1, 2, . . . ,
r 1¡ ƒn Žn. Žn. Žn.1 y r y u q r U q = ? p q fŽ .n e n e ež / že e
1
Žn. Žn.q = ? =u y = ? pŽ .Ž .e e /eŽnq1.ue
r 1nŽnq1. Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn.p 1 y p q r = = ? p y =u q =fs .Ž .Ž .e e n e e ež / že e 0Žnq1.fe 1 1
Žn. Žn.y = = = = p q =uŽ . Ž .e e /e e
r 1n Žn. Žn. Žn.1 y ar y f y r = ? p y uŽ .n e n e e¢ §ž / ž /e e
4.12Ž .
Now we prove the convergence of the algorithm. The following results are
useful in determining sufficient conditions for the convergence of simple
gradient methods.
Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let X be a Hilbert space equipped with inner product ?, ? X
5 5and norm ? . Suppose M is a functional on X such thatX
Ž .A M has a local minimum of x and is twice differentiable in an openÃ
ball B centered at x;Ã
Ž . <² Ž . Ž .: < 5 5 5 5B M 0 u , x, y F M x y ;u g B, x g X, y g X ;X X
Ž . <² Ž . Ž .: < 5 5 2C M 0 u , x, x G m x ;u g B, x g X,X
where M and m are positi¤e constants. Let R denote the Riesz map. Choose
x Ž0. sufficiently close to x and choose a sequence r such that 0 - r# F r FÃ n n
r* - 2mrM 2. Then the sequence x Žn. defined by
x Žnq1. s x Žn. y r R M 9 x Žn. for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .n
con¤erges to x.Ã
Ž .We will fit our gradient method 4.12 into the above abstract frame-
1Ž . 1Ž . 2Ž .work. Let X s H V = H V = L V equipped with the normn
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5'u , p, f s u q p q fŽ . X 1 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all u, p, f g X. Let the functional M u, p, f s T u, p, f . Then,e
Ž .condition A can be easily verified using the assumptions on the func-
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ÃŽ .tional and the previous theorems, i.e., T has a minimum at u , p , f andÃ Ãe e e e
ÃŽ .is twice differentiable in every open ball B centered at u , p , f . Thus,Ã Ãe e e
Ž . Ž .we need only verify conditions B and C .
LEMMA 4.2. There exist constants M and m such that
Y Ã Ä ÄŽ . <² Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..: < 5Ž .5 5Ž .51 T u, p, f , u, p, f , u, p, f F M u, p, f u, p, fÃ Ã Ä Ä Ä ÄX Xe
Ã ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .; u, p, f g X, u, p, f g X, u, p, f g X ;Ã Ã Ä Ä
Y Ã 2 ÃŽ . <² Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..: < 5Ž .5 Ž .2 T u, p, f , u, p, f , u, p, f G m u, p, f ; u, p, fÃ Ã Ã ÃXe
Ž .g X, u, p, f g X.
Ž .Proof. We first calculate the second derivatives of T u, p, f withe
ÄŽ .respect to the directions u, p, f to determine the constants M and m. ByÄ Ä
using the calculus of variations, we have that
d2T 1 1e
, u , u s u , u q u , u q =u , =uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä2¦ ; e edu
1 1
s 1 q u , u q =u , =u ,Ž . Ž .Ä Äž /e e
d2T 1 1 1e
, p, p s = ? p, = ? p q = = p, = = p q p, p ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä2¦ ; e e edp
d2T 1 1e Ä Ä Ä Ä, f , f s a f , f q f , f s a q f , f ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2¦ ; ž /e edf
d2T 1 1e
, p, u s y = ? p, u y p, =u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä¦ ;dp du e e
d2T 1e
, f , u s y f , u ,Ž . Ž .Ä Ä¦ ;df du e
d2T 1 1e
, u , p s y u , = ? p y =u , p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä¦ ;du dp e e
d2T 1e
, f , p s f , = ? p ,Ž . Ž .Ä¦ ;df dp e
d2T 1e Ä Ä, u , f s y u , f ,Ž . Ž .¦ ;du df e
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and
d2T 1e Ä Ä, p, f s = ? p, f .Ž . Ž .¦ ;dp df e
Ž .We then calculate the estimate for verifying condition 1 ,
2 2 2¡ ƒd T d T d Te e e
2 du dp du dfdu
uÄ2 2 2d T d T d Te e e pÄu p fŽ . 2dp du dp dfdp  0Äf
2 2 2d T d T d Te e e
2¢ §df du df dp df
2 2 2d T d T d Te e e Äs , u , u q , u , p q , u , fŽ . Ž .Ä Ä Ž .2¦ ; ¦ ; ¦ ;du dp du dfdu
d2T d2T d2Te e e Äq , p, u q , p, p q , p, fŽ . Ž .Ä Ä Ž .2¦ ; ¦ ;¦ ;dp du dp dfdp
2 2 2d T d T d Te e e Äq , f , u q , f , p q , f , fŽ . Ž .Ä Ä Ž .2¦ ; ¦ ; ¦ ;df du df dp df
1 1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 1 q u u q =u =u q u = ? pÄ Ä Ä0 0 0 0 0 0ž /e e e
1 1 1 1Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q =u p q u f q = ? p u q p =uÄ Ä Ä0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e e e e
1 1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q = ? p = ? p q = = p = = p q p pÄ Ä Ä0 0 0 0 0 0
e e e
1 1 1Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q = ? p f q f u q f = ? pÄ Ä0 0 0 0 0 0
e e e
1 Ä5 5 5 5q a q f f0 0ž /e
1 1 1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 1 q u u q u u q u p q u pÄ Ä Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1ž /e e e e
1 1 1 1Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q u f q p u q p u q p pÄ Ä Ä1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
e e e e
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1 1 1 1Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q p p q p p q p f q f uÄ Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
e e e e
1 1 Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q f p q a q f fÄ0 1 0 0ž /e e
2 2 1 2Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 1 q u u q u p q u f q p uÄ Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1ž /e e e e
3 1 1 1Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q p p q p f q f u q f pÄ Ä Ä1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
e e e e
1 Ä5 5 5 5q a q f f0 0ž /e
2 3 1 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5'F 2 max 1 q , , a q u q p q f1 1 0ž /e e e
2 2 2Ä'5 5 5 5 5 5= u q p q fÄ Ä1 1 0
Ä5 5 5 5s M u , p, f u , p, f ,Ž . Ä ÄŽ .X X
2 3 1Ž . Ž .where M s 2 max 1 q , , a q . Thus condition 1 is verified.e e e
Ž .Now we check the condition 2 :
¡ 2 2 2 ƒd T d T d Te e e
2 du dp du dfdu
u2 2 2d T d T d Te e e pu p fŽ . 2dp du dp dfdp  0f
2 2 2d T d T d Te e e
2¢ §df du df dp df
d2T d2T d2Te e es , u , u q , u , p q , u , fŽ . Ž . Ž .2¦ ; ¦ ; ¦ ;du dp du dfdu
d2T d2T d2Te e eq , p, u q , p, p q , p, fŽ . Ž . Ž .2¦ ; ¦ ;¦ ;dp du dp dfdp
d2T d2T d2Te e eq , f , u q , f , p q , f , fŽ . Ž . Ž .2¦ ; ¦ ; ¦ ;df du df dp df
1 1 1 1 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5s u q u q =u y u , = ? p y =u , p y u , fŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
e e e e e
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1 1 1 1 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5y = ? p, u y p, =u q = ? p q = = p q pŽ . Ž . 0 0 0
e e e e e
1 1 1 1 25 5q = ? p, f y f , u q f , = ? p q a q fŽ . Ž . Ž . 0ž /e e e e
12 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s u q u y 2 u , = ? p q = ? p q =uŽ .0 0 0 0
e
5 5 2y2 =u , p q pŽ . 40
1 2 2 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5q = = p q = ? p, f y u , f q a f q fŽ . Ž .0 0 0
e e e e
1 12 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s u q u y = ? p q =u y p q = = p 40 0 0 0
e e
2 12 25 5 5 5y u y = ? p, f q a f q fŽ . 0 0
e e
1 12 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s u q =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p 40 0 0 0
e e
2 12 25 5 5 5y u y = ? p, f q a f q fŽ . 0 0
e e
12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G u q =u y p q = = p 40 0 0
e
1 2 25 5 5 5 5 5q u y = ? p y f q a f .Ž .0 0 0
e
Ž .By 2.24 , there is a constant C such that1
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2u q p F C u y = ? p q =u y p q = = p . 4Ž .1 1 0 0 01
5 5If f s 0, then we have that0
1 1 22 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p y f q a fŽ . 40 0 0 0 0 0
e e
1 12 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s u q =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p 40 0 0 0
e e
12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G u q u q pŽ .0 1 1
e C1
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1 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G u q p q f .Ž .1 1 0
e C1
5 5For the case f / 0, we consider the following two cases. First if0
5 5 5 5u y = ? p F 2 f , then0 0
1 1 22 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p y f q a fŽ . 40 0 0 0 0 0
e e
1 a a2 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u q =u y p q = = p q f q f 40 0 0 0 0
e 2 2
1 a a2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p q f 40 0 0 0
e 8 2
1 a a2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G min , =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p q f 40 0 0 0ž /e 8 2
1 1 a a2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G min , u q p q fŽ .1 1 0ž /C e 8 21
1 a a 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G min , , u q p q f .Ž .1 1 0ž /e C 8C 21 1
5 5 5 5Finally, if u y = ? p G 2 f , then we have that0 0
2 215 5 5 5 5 5u y = ? p y f G u y = ? p .Ž .0 0 04
Thus, we deduce that
1 1 22 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p y f q a fŽ . 40 0 0 0 0 0
e e
1 12 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u q =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p q a f 40 0 0 0 0
e 4e
12 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u q =u y p q = = p q u y = ? p q a f 40 0 0 0 04e
1 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G u q p q a fŽ .1 1 04C e1
1 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5G min , a u q p q f .Ž .1 1 0ž /4C e1
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From the inequalities, we conclude that
¡ 2 2 2 ƒd T d T d Te e e
2 du dp du dfdu
u2 2 2d T d T d Te e e 2 2 2p 5 5 5 5 5 5u p f G m u q p q f ,Ž . Ž .1 1 02dp du dp dfdp  0f
2 2 2d T d T d Te e e
2¢ §df du df dp df
where
1¡
5 5if f s 0,0
e C1
1 a a~ 5 5 5 5min , , if u y = ? p F 2 f ,m s 0 0ž /e C 8C 21 1
1
5 5 5 5min , a if u y = ? p G 2 f .0 0¢ ž /4C e1
Therefore the proof is completed.
Thus, we have shown that there exists a sequence of step sizes r suchn
that Algorithm converges.
5. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS
Ž . Ž .We apply a finite element method to our optimality system 4.4 ] 4.6 .
Ž . Ž .We first eliminate f from 4.4 ] 4.6 to obtain an equation for variablese
Ž .u and p . From 4.6 , we havee e
1
2Ä Ä Äf , f s u y = ? p , f ; f g L V . 5.1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .e e eea q 1
Ž . Ž .The equation 4.4 add to the equation 4.5 makes the following:
1 1
u y U, u q = ? p y u , = ? p y u q f , = ? p y uŽ .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .e e e ee e
1 1
q = = p , = = p q =u y p , =u y p s 0. 5.2Ž .Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ .e e ee e
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Ž . Ž .Substituting the equation 5.1 to the equation 5.2 , we have
a 1
u , u q u y = ? p , u y = ? p q = = p , = = pŽ . Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .e e e e1 q ea e
1
q =u y p , =u y p s U, u . 5.3Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ .e ee
This yields
B u , p , u , p s F u , p ; u , p g H 1 V = H1 V , 5.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .Ž .e e n
Ž . Ž .where the bilinear form B ?, ? and linear functional F ? are given by
B u , p , u , p s e u , u q K e , a u y = ? p, u y = ? pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .
q = = p, = = p q =u y p, =u y p 5.5Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ä
and
F u , p s e U, u , 5.6Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ .
Ž .respectively, where K e , a s ear1 q ea . One can easily verify that the
Ž . Ž 1Ž . 1Ž .. Ž 1Ž . 1Ž ..bilinear form B ?, ? : H V = H V = H V = H V “ R andn n
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .linear functional F ? : H V = H V “ R are continuous, i.e., thatn
there exist constants C and C such that1 2
< < 5 5 5 5B u , p , u , p F C u , p u , pŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . 1 11
; u , p , u , p g H 1 V = H1 V 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä n
and
5 5 1 1F u , p F C u , p ; u , p g H V = H V , 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . 12 n
2 2 2 2'5Ž .5 5 5 5 5 5Ž .5 5 5 5 5'where u, p s u q p and u, p s u q p .Ä Ä Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž .Note that the bilinear form B ?, ? is symmetric, i.e.,
B u , p , u , p s B u , p , u , pŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .
; u , p , u , p g H 1 V = H1 V . 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä n
Ž . Ž .Moreover, we deduce from 2.24 that the bilinear form B ?, ? is coercive
1Ž . 1Ž .on H V = H V , i.e., that there exists a constant C ) 0 such thatn 3
5 5 2 1 1B u , p , u , p G C u , p ; u , p g H V = H V . 5.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 13 n
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Thus, by the Lax]Milgram theorem, we conclude that there exists a
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž . Ž .unique solution u , p g H V = H V of 5.4 . For the regularity ofe e n
Ž .the optimal solution u , p , we have the following result.e e
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let V ; R 2 be bounded domain with smooth bound-
ary › V. Then, for all s G 1, there exists a constant C ) 0 such that
5 5 5 5u , p F C UŽ . s sy1e e
Ž . Ž .where u , p is a unique solution of 5.4 . This result holds for Lipschitze e
continuous boundaries if s s 1 or 2.
h h 1Ž .We choose a family of finite dimensional subspaces S = S ; H V1 2
1Ž .= H V parameterized by a parameter h that tend to zero. We assumen
the following approximation property for the space Sh = Sh:1 2
There exists k G 1 such that, for some constant K,
5 h h 5inf u , p y u , pŽ . Ž . 1
h h h hŽ .u , p gS =S1 2
5 h h 5s inf u , p y u , pŽ . Ž .Ž .1
h h h hŽ .u , p gS =S1 2
ky1 5 5 1 1F Kh u , p ; u , p g H V = H V . 5.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k n
Approximations of the solutions of the optimality system are obtained by
solving the approximate problem
B uh , ph , uh , ph s F uh , ph ; uh , ph g Sh V = Sh V .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .e e 1 2
5.12Ž .
Ž . Ž h h.THEOREM 5.2. The problem 5.12 has a unique solution u , p ge e
hŽ . hŽ . Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .S V = S V . Further, let u , p g H V = H V denote the solution1 2 e e n
Ž .of 5.4 . Then,
5 h h 5 5 h h 5u , p y u , p F C inf u , p y u , p 5.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1e e e e e e e e
h h h hŽ .u , p gS =Se e 1 2
Ž . kŽ . kŽ .and, if u , p g H V = H V for some k G 1, then alsoe e n
5 h h 5 ky1 5 5u , p y u , p F Kh u , p . 5.14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 ke e e e e e
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. In 5.7 ] 5.10 , we saw that the bilinear form B ?, ? is continu-
1Ž . 1Ž .ous and coercive over all of H V = H V and the linear functionaln
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .F ? is continuous over all of H V = H V . Thus, again by then
Ž . Ž h h.Lax]Milgram theorem, the problem 5.12 has a unique solution u , p
h h 1Ž . 1Ž .g S = S ; H V = H V . Standard finite element analyses then yield1 2 n
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Ž . Ž .the error estimate 5.13 and the approximation property 5.11 then yields
Ž .5.14 .
COROLLARY 5.3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 hold. Let the approx-
h Ž .Ž h h.imate control be defined by f s 1rea q 1 u y = ? p . Then, there existse e e
Äa constant K ) 0 such that
h Ä ky15 5 5 5f y f F Kh u , p .Ž .0 ke e e e
Ž . Ž .Proof. The result follows from 4.9 and 5.14 .
Under certain circumstances, i.e., convex or smooth domains, duality
2Ž .arguments can be used to obtain an estimate for the L V norms of the
errors of the type
h h Ã h h5 5 5 5u , p y u , p F Kh u , p y u , pŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 1e e e e e e e e
Ãfor some constant K.
We now consider the example of piecewise linear finite element approxi-
mations. We subdivide a convex polyhedral domain V ; R 2 into a regular
w xsubdivision t consisting of T tetrahedrons V , i s 1, . . . , T ; see 6 forh i
details. Then, if h denotes the diameter of the ith tetrahedron V , wei i
have that there exists a constant 0 - K - ‘ such that max h F1F iF T i
Ž .K min h and we may choose h s max h . We let P V1F iF T i 1F iF T i 1 i
denote the space of polynomials of degree less than equal to one, defined
over the set V .i
h h 1Ž . 1Ž .We define the approximating spaces S = S ; H V = H V asn n
follows:
h h h h 1 1 h h h h <S = S s ¤ , q g H V = H V : q s q , q , ¤ g P V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Vn n 1 2 1 ii
h <q g P V for i s 1, . . . , T , j s 1, 2 .Ž . 4Vj 1 ii
Ž . 1Ž .Then 5.11 holds with k s 2. Furthermore, if U g H V we have from
Proposition 5.1 that
5 5 5 5u , p F C UŽ . 2 1e e
Ž .and from 5.14 that
5 h h 5 5 5u , p y u , p F Kh u , p .Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2e e e e e e
Combining the last two results yields the optimal estimate
5 h h 5 5 5u , p y u , p F Ch U ,Ž . Ž . 1 1e e e e
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Ž .where u , p denotes the exact solution of the optimization problem ande e
Ž h h.u , p denotes its piecewise linear finite element approximation. If wee e
h Ž .Ž h h.define the approximate control by f s 1rea q 1 u y = ? p , we have,e e e
Ž .Ž .since the exact control f s 1rea q 1 u y = ? p , that, for some con-e e e
Ästant C ) 0,
h Ä5 5 5 5f y f F Ch U .1 1e e
Higher-order error estimates can be obtained using higher degree
piecewise polynomial space, provided the exact optimal solution is suffi-
ciently smooth.
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